SIEGENIA Innovations for you:

DRIVE axxent DK
Our benefits3:
➊ Motor function for tilt and turn-and-tilt windows,
two-in-one: motorised locking, unlocking and tilting
with just one drive
➋ Fully concealed technology for elegant, classical window
design
➌ Integrated 10-minute ventilation timer

Our products and solutions bring spaces to life
and give people a sense of well-being: www.roomcomfort.com.

Window systems
Door systems
Comfort systems

Fully concealed
tilt locking drive.

The invisible two-in-one DRIVE axxent DK drive makes it possible to move
windows and even hard-to-reach skylights. Completely integrated into the
frame profile, it enables fully automated, controlled window ventilation. The
universally applicable drive can tilt, lock
and unlock the window. A handle is not
needed to tilt or open the window. The
window can also be closed from the tilt
or turning position manually without a
handle at any time and locked.

DRIVE axxent DK:
Moving Design.

Benefits for fabricators
Suitable for tilt and turn-and-tilt
windows made of timber, PVC and
aluminium
Two-in-one drive: no installation costs
for additional locking drive
No installation costs for cable transfer,
easily installed and can be readjusted
after installation
Can be used for turn-and-tilt windows
made of PVC with an airgap of 12 +1

The fully concealed technology combines

mm, timber windows with an airgap

perfect design with maximum room

of 12 +1 mm for rebate widths of 30

comfort. This means that the windows

mm upwards and aluminium windows

can be easily and thoroughly cleaned,

with a eurogroove and a chamber

which is a further plus point for sen-

dimension of 21 +1 mm

sitive locations such as senior citizen
care homes and hospitals. In high-class
residential and commercial properties,

Opening width: 120 or 150 mm depending on the version

it increases both the quality of living

Closing speed meets applicable safety

and the property value. The convenient

requirements

control of the drive is accomplished via
push button, the SIEGENIA Comfort app
(optional) or via the building automation.

For residential and commercial
buildings

Benefits for end users
Fully concealed technology: windows
easy to clean
Motorised locking, unlocking and tilting – window handle not required
Can be operated by a button, the
SIEGENIA Comfort app or via the
building automation
Especially smooth-running in whisper
mode (only with the SIEGENIA
Comfort app)
Can be operated manually even from
the motorised tilt and locking position
Automatic ventilation due to integrated 10-minute timer or in combination
with the SENSOAIR CO²-VOC sensor
Increase in the value of the property
You can find more technical information on our website
in the Download portal
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